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Yoleni's: A multiplex Greek gastronomy in Athens 
The Yoleni's, -the largest online delicatessen Greek products; continues its growth by creating a branch 
network in Greece and abroad, starting in early September, with standard multiplex of Greek 
gastronomy, the Yoleni's flagship concept store ', the street Solonos 9 Kolonaki, in building 7 floors, a 
total of 2,500 square meters, and with opening new markets that until now has presence with physical 
outlets in Greece and abroad with first stop USA 
A complete multiplex where one will be able to live a unique dining experience with Greek high quality 
products in a friendly and familiar environment that strongly resembles groceries in Athens in 1950 and 
1960. 

 

The 'Gruppo Decorativo'   design the entire project which will open its doors to welcome the Greek 
public and tourists in early September in operation seven days a week and will be able to serve all of 
Athens on a daily basis via delivery service. The official opening will take place on September 21. 

 
More specifically, in the -1 level, will create a store with 2,000  Greek products with cutting sausage and 
cheese, but also corner with fresh fruits and vegetables. On the ground floor, light dining room, which 
offers us the famous Thracian pie -which will be prepared in front of the customer in just four minutes), 
freshly baked brioche every 30 minutes, fresh salads, seasonal soups, yogurt framed with sweet and 
salty delicacies, original flavors of ice cream, hot and cold sandwiches, coffee and soft drinks and wine 
cellar with 230 labels selected Greek wines and 20 Greek microbrewery labels. 1st floor, specially 
arranged meat cutting area in cooperation with the well known Bralos Farm, where the customer can 
taste  special and non-cutting meat. On the 2nd floor, creative workshop children-playground in 
cooperation with the Society for Education 'Polka - Froelen', active 40 years in education. 3rd floor, a 
special area where they are daily cooking classes in collaboration with famous chefs. 4th floor, versatile 
event space, with audio-visual technology equipment, which can accommodate all kinds of events with 
emphasis on those of Yoleni's producers and partners. Finally we have specially trained staff who will 
know the history of Greek flavors and products to be offered in the store. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/gruppodecorativo/

